
Movian - Feature #2626
Make unified search to search in local drives (PS3)
05/20/2015 04:50 AM - - SBP -

Status: Need feedback Start date: 05/20/2015
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: General Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:
Description

Previous and Latest bleeding edge search bar finds no searches local or from available plugins as it once did.

Related issues:
Related to Feature # 2630: Make unified search to search over network shares ... New 05/22/2015

History
#1 - 05/20/2015 08:36 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from search bar shows no results on ps3 to Unified search returns no results (ps3)
- Category set to General
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Assignee set to Andreas Smas
- Platform changed from Linux to PS3

Can you please also attach the log when that happens?

#2 - 05/21/2015 12:38 AM - - SBP -
- File showtime-0.log added

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Can you please also attach the log when that happens?

Yes, here is the log. I searched the popular game of thrones. Lol

#3 - 05/22/2015 12:06 AM - Leonid Protasov

sb p wrote:

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Can you please also attach the log when that happens?

Yes, here is the log. I searched the popular game of thrones. Lol

I don't see in your log any plugins beside gdrive. And local search is available only on Linux platform afaik?
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#4 - 05/22/2015 03:22 AM - - SBP -

I also have Imdb (working but does not find a navi-x search,or online tv just youtube), navi-x & online tv (working).

I will Uninstall & reinstall testing as I go when time permits.

#5 - 05/22/2015 11:45 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature
- Subject changed from Unified search returns no results (ps3) to Make unified search to search in local drives (PS3)

#6 - 05/22/2015 11:46 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #2630: Make unified search to search over network shares which are bookmarked added

#7 - 05/24/2015 11:45 PM - - SBP -

As well as all plugins such as online tv ( I am not sure it searches that plugin.)

#8 - 05/24/2015 11:48 PM - - SBP -

As well as all plugins such as online tv ( I am not sure it searches that plugin.)

Or maybe select which share/plugin or everything option to do the unified search.

Files
showtime-0.log 5.74 KB 05/20/2015 - SBP -
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